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About This Game

Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!

Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen

cards, and more!

Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.

Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.

Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.

5 beautiful scenes to build.

50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!

Choose between several delightful card designs.
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Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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The concept is interesting but the controls are very bad.
The camera is not fluid.
My friend passed threw my head and won the came. (Bad collision).
Moving up the stairs for a nut take way to much time.. Honestly, I think is a good game. Considering has been developed by one
person, it has very good potential. After the last patch is more playable. The Dev has done a great job balancing everything.
Race strategy and next year development of the car seem to be well balanced. I like the cartoon style, and with the DLC mod it's
easy to change drivers and team names. Would be great to have a strong mod community.

PRO
+ Easy, indie good looking design
+ Good database of drivers and teams
+ Race is fun (I love comms)
+ Easy season progression

CON
+ lack a bit of deep
+ you can only make 10 years career, would be nice to have sandbox and no limit career with new young drivers
+ No qualifying (maybe an option to have it?). Amazing game so far. Been waiting for this for years, and now it's here.
Good port with great performance. Apparently there's a lack of HOTAS support, but I use a controller anyway - despite playing
simulators like DCS.
Why?
Because Ace Combat is an arcade game, not a hardcore sim. If you have no regular controllers, I understand your bitterness, but
honestly, if you drop 300 dollars on a hotas and don't own a 20 dollar controller to play an arcade flight game with, you might
want to rethink your priorities.. This game is pretty good. The platforming is tight and the mechanics are nice and varied. The
art style is something else so love it or hate it. It is a good platformer so if that is your thing, you should pick up this game.. As a
big fan of the original Arvale series (playing on my pocket pc long long time ago:)) I have to admit it is a great sequel of them
with unique humour and awesome 16bit jrpg retro style!
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It was a pretty cool prototype its setting was quiet nice on the first level but then the second level eh. The story is what i want to
see when i by the offical game hope its bigger than the prototype. 10/10 would prototype again. I didn't even look at the price. hi
guys

now for a pre alpha game this is amasing , seriously the devs are working hard and activly updating, gamplay fundementals are
all there and this game is going to be epic crafting is unique and interesting graphics are smooth and colorful and i will be in
regular contact with the devs to make sure this game lives up to its potential this will be amasing
think destiny crossed with minecraft with everything else youve ever wanted from a game ( some bits are still in develpoment)
as long as we get to travel to other planets this game will be perfect. Personally I don't think that the route is worth \u00a324.99
based on the fact it's only 17 miles long, however on the basis of the detail that has gone into this route then I would certainly
say it's worth every penny. The stations you stop at are detailed perfectly right down to the little fine points. Overall I would give
this route a 9 out of 10.. what should a world do when Sherlock gets old? It needs you!
there are a lot of hidden object games, and i love this genre, as every game has its own story, own design peculiarities, user
interface, and great moves made to stand out from a crowd, to differ from any other game of a kind.
And this one is no exclusion: you are looking for elixir of youth for old Sherlock trying to find a beauty that is a wife of a rich
Puss in Boots ))))
i recommend the game for anyone who loves playing hidden object games.
. The best of the god-oriented games from Choice of Games or Hosted Games, hands down. Rather less like classical Greek
myth than I expected, it captured the feel of many of the tales without the less pleasant bits. (Presumably, most players do not
want to see their character turned into a spider for irritating a deity, for example.) If you are interested in a text adventure where
your character tries out to join a pantheon, this is the game for you.. you need to update this game alot, it has lots of potential.
make it run better on slower processors. Very much enjoyed this game. I liked the mini puzzels to get hints and I liked the pace
of the game. Great artwork too! Look forward to more chapters!
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